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Terms and conditions
Señor BBQ is a self contained operation, we will bring our own equipment as marquees,
tables, grills, skies, etc. We charge a $100 fee for set up of our operation and $60 per
hour of travel each way as a Transport Fee.
We ensure that the cooking area will be cleared and left as it was before the event (we
use floor covering and can dispose of our own rubbish).The catering will be staffed with
a Chef (up to 35pp), Chef and Assistant (up to70pp), then there will be at least one
Señor BBQ staff for every 40 guests.
Booking:
In order to confirm the catering and to secure your booking for your preferred date,we
require a 30% deposit of the total invoice, until we have the deposit we will not be able
to confirm that you have the date that you have requested.The deposit implies
knowledge and acceptance of these terms and conditions.We will need to confirm the
number of guests with you up to 14 days before your function, this number will
represent the minimum number of guests for which you will be charged, and any
reduction won’t be taken for the final invoice.Confirmation of final number of guests,
special dietary requirements (if any), menu, venue, etc. up to 7 days before the event.
Balance including final confirmation, minus the deposit, is due on the day of the event.
Payment options are available as following: cash, check, electronic transfer
(Señor BBQ Catering & Entertainment BSB No. 013260 Account No. 219434583) and
Credit Cards payments over the phone (Credit Cards payments incurs a 4% merchant
fee).
All quotes are excluding GST, we will ad GST in your invoice.
Cancellation:
The deposit is fully refundable up until 60 days before your function, between 60days
and 14 days before the function will be credited the full amount of the deposit for a
future event. All functions cancelled with less than 14 days notice before the function
date will forego their deposit otherwise be kept as a cancellation fee.
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